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Abstract

Analysis of DTLS Implementations Using State
Fuzzing

Fredrik Tåkvist

    Despite being unreliable, UDP is the prefered choice for a growing number of
implementations due to its low latency. Hence, a means for protecting sensitive data
sent over UDP is essential. The protocol most commonly used for this purpose is
Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS). DTLS is an extension of the
cryptographic TLS protocol used to secure datagram transport protocols such as
UDP. The challenges of supporting unreliable transport protocols increases the
complexity of DTLS implementations. While implementations of TLS have received a
lot of scrutiny, the same cannot be said for DTLS, leaving DTLS implementations
potentially vulnerable. An analysis framework, dtls-fuzzer, has been developed to
analyze server implementations of DTLS. The framework uses state fuzzing, a
technique for automatically learning a state-machine model of a system and checking
the model against the system’s specification to find bugs. Using this framework,
several bugs and security vulnerabilities were found in popular DTLS server
implementations.
    
    DTLS client implements were not covered, however, leaving a gap to fill. In order
to plug this gap, I extend the dtls-fuzzer framework to also allow for comprehensive
analysis of client implementations through the use of state fuzzing. I then use the
extended framework to learn state-machine models of four client implementations:
Contiki-NG TinyDTLS, MbedTLS, OpenSSL and Scandium. The learned models
uncover several bugs highlighting deviations from the DTLS standard, such as
incorrect client authentication in MbedTLS and OpenSSL, and a message sequence
bug in OpenSSL. These bugs hint at structural flaws within the implementations,
indicating that further testing of client implementations is called for.
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1 Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a term that refers to devices communicating over a network with-
out requiring interaction with a human. It can range from devices in a smart home, to remote
health monitoring devices, transportation, manufacturing and more. The number of IoT devices is
expected to reach 24.9 billion by 2025 [7]. One of the most common protocols in IoT is the User
Datagram Protocol (UDP), which is also commonly used in applications such as Voice over IP, DNS
lookup and streaming of audio and video. As UDP does not contain any kind of security measures,
a separate system is needed to handle security. For UDP, this is usually handled by the Datagram
Transport Security Layer (DTLS), a variation on TLS which is a security protocol for reliable and
secure communication over TCP.

TLS has received a lot of scrutiny over the years, with many attacks uncovered which exploit
security vulnerabilities. This includes cryptographic attacks such as Bleichenbacher’s attack [11]
and CBC padding oracle attacks [10], state-machine attacks such as the Early CCS injection vul-
nerability [9], and the Heartbleed [8] bug in OpenSSL caused by a buffer overread. In 2015,
Beurdouche et al. used a combination of automated testing and manual source code inspection to
analyse TLS implementations for state-machine bugs [12]. These are bugs where a system under
test described as a state-machine transitions to an invalid or unexpected state. In the same year,
de Ruiter and Poll analyzed TLS implementations using a technique called protocol state fuzzing
[1]. Both of these approaches lead to previously unknown security vulnerabilities being uncovered.
In 2016, Somorovsky et al. developed TLS-Attacker [19], a framework for evaluating TLS imple-
mentations. Using a fuzz testing approach based on TLS-Attacker, they found additional security
vulnerabilities in multiple TLS libraries.

DTLS has not received the same amount of scrutiny as TLS. Since DTLS in an extension of
TLS, it might be expected that mitigation of vulnerabilities in TLS would carry over to DTLS. In
2012, however, AlFardan et al. discovered a new padding oracle attack that can be used on DTLS
implementations[24]. This attack exploited differences in processing time between packets with
valid and invalid padding. Further research into this lead to the Lucky 13 attack affecting TLS as
well as DTLS [25].

In 2019, van Drueten analyzed OpenSSL and MbedTLS implementations using protocol state
fuzzing [27], but did not discover any security vulnerabilites. His work branched off into a project by
Fiterǎu-Broştean et al. in which a framework based on TLS-Attacker was developed for conformance
testing of DTLS server implementations using state fuzzing. With this framework, called dtls-fuzzer,
thirteen widely used DTLS server implementations were tested with several non-conformance issues
found, including some security vulnerabilities [5].

However, client implementations of DTLS have still not received scrutiny. In this work, I fill this
gap by performing conformance testing on four DTLS client implementations using state fuzzing.
This is an approach where a state-machine model is constructed of a system under test. This
model is then compared with the specification and analysed to find bugs in the system under test.
The dtls-fuzzer framework developed by Fiterǎu-Broştean et al. is well suited to this task, but is fo-
cused solely on server implementations. I therefore extend the dtls-fuzzer framework to also include
functionality for testing client implementations. I have chosen to test three client implementations
that are popular for use in IoT devices - TinyDTLS for Contiki-NG, MbedTLS and Scandium. In
addition, I also test the OpenSSL client implementation as it is a popular security software library
for Unix and Microsoft Windows.
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Figure 1: The layers of the Internet Protocol Suite.

This thesis has the following outline: The thesis explains the basics of networking using TCP
and UDP in section 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Section 3 gives an overview of how state fuzzing
is performed to construct state machines representing DTLS implementations. In section 4, the
aforementioned framework used to perform the experiments is explained, along with an explanation
of the extensions for this thesis. In particular, section 4.3 describes the problems encountered during
learning experiments and how they are solved. Section 5 describes the setup and statistics of learning
experiments, with the resulting state machines analyzed in section 6. Finally, the conclusions made
is described in section 7 along with future work.

2 Background
2.1 Networking
Internet connections are usually described using the Internet Protocol Suite [13], also referred to
as TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol). This protocol is divided into
four layers (see figure 1): The link layer describes how the packets are formed and sent across the
network, the internet layer routes packets across networks using IP addresses, the transport layer
connects the client and server of the network using sockets and the application layer provides the
services that allow for exchanging application data, such as HTTP and DNS.

The two principal protocols in the transport layer are the Transport Control Protocol (TCP)
and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Both of these send packets of data from host to host
using the Internet Protocol (IP) in the internet layer. However, IP is an unreliable service - packets
can get lost somewhere between routers or become corrupted in transit. To get around this, the
TCP protocol implements measures to make it reliable. Before any packets are sent, a connection
is established between the hosts using a three-way handshake. This connection enables the receiver
to send acknowledgements to the sender upon successful receipt of a packet. If the sender does
not receive such an acknowledgement it will know to retransmit the packet. This allows TCP to
guarantee not only that packets will arrive, but also that they arrive in the correct order (by waiting
for acknowledgement before sending the next packet). A TCP socket is, because of the connection,
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defined by the IP address and port number of both the source and the destination.
UDP, by contrast, does not establish a connection and does not guarantee that packets arrive

intact or in the right order, or that they even arrive at all. When an application sends a message,
UDP just translates the message into packets and sends them. A UDP socket is defined only by
the destination IP address and port number. For systems that require real-time data transmission,
where it is more important that transmissions are done in a timely manner than having every
single packet arrive without data loss, the waiting for acknowledgement and retransmissions can
be a disadvantage. In addition, TCP also contains means to reduce congestion by throttling down
senders when there is a lot of traffic over the link, which can slow down transmission even further.

Another issue with UDP compared to TCP is that of fragmentation. The network layer allows
for packets up to a maximum size, 1500 bytes for Ethernet. Data packets larger than this maximum
size need to be split into fragments. TCP has an in-built mechanism to handle fragmentation and
retransmission of lost packets, but UDP does not. For UDP, it is therefore up to the application
layer to handle fragmentation and lost fragments.

While a connection-less transport protocol is advantageous to systems requiring real-time trans-
mission, it does make establishing secure transmissions a more involved process.

2.2 TLS and DTLS
The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, a cryptographic protocol for establishing network
security, was first defined in January 1999 as an upgrade to the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) ver-
sion 3.0. TLS is divided into two parts, the Record Protocol and the Handshake Protocol. The
Record Protocol establishes secure data transfer through symmetric cryptography, based on a pre-
negotiated secret between the hosts. This negotiation is performed by the Handshake Protocol
when the connection is first established. The handshake consists of a series of messages sent be-
tween the client and the server, and assumes a reliable connection between them. Because of this,
TLS requires a reliable transport layer protocol, such as TCP. To ensure that secure data transfers
can take place even with unreliable translation protocols, such as UDP, an extension to TLS was de-
fined, Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS). The DTLS protocol introduces several changes
to the TLS standard to allow for messages that could potentially arrive out of order or fragmented.
This section will discuss both TLS v1.2 standard [14] and the changes introduced in DTLS v 1.2 [15].

In TLS and DTLS the handshake messages are organized into flights, as seen in figure 2. To
start off a handshake, the client sends a ClientHello message to the server, containing the highest
version number of the TLS/DTLS protocol the client supports, a number identifying the session,
a random nonce, a list of cipher suites the client supports, a list of compression methods sup-
ported by the client, and some optional extensions. In DTLS, the server may respond with a
HelloVerifyRequest message, a message unique to DTLS, to which the client responds with another
ClientHello message. The HelloVerifyRequest message contains a stateless cookie generated by the
server which the client must include in the second ClientHello message. The DTLS standard also
allows for short handshakes - handshakes without the HelloVerifyRequest and subsequent Clien-
tHello. The HelloVerifyRequest-ClientHello exchange is done to fend off Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks from spoofed IP addresses. Without this mechanism an attacker could flood the server
with handshake initiations eliciting potentially expensive cryptographic operations. For TLS, this
mechanism is not needed as a reliable connection is established between them, requiring that the
client IP address is real as it needs to be able to respond to the server to establish the connection.
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Figure 2: TLS/DTLS handshake. Messages unique to DTLS are in italics, optional messages are
in [square brackets] and encrypted messages are marked by an asterisk*.

The next flight starts with the server sending a ServerHello message. This message should
contain the same session id, the server’s TLS/DTLS version number, a random nonce, the cipher
suite chosen by the server from the list in the ClientHello message, the compression method chosen
by the server and a list of extensions. If the agreed-upon cipher suite requires a certificate to
be used in the key exchange, the server will send the Certificate message immediately after the
ServerHello, which carries the server’s certificate and public key. Some key-exchange methods,
such as ephemeral Diffie-Hellman, need additional data to exchange the premaster secret. For these,
the ServerKeyExchange message is sent immediately after the Certificate message, containing the
ephemeral public key. For some cipher suites, the server may optionally request a certificate from
the client to authenticate it. The server does this by sending the CertificateRequest message. This
message contains a list of certificate types, a list of hash/signature algorithm pairs the server can
verify and a list of acceptable certificate authorities. Lastly, the server marks the end of the flight
by sending the ServerHelloDone message.

The next flight contains the client’s answers to the messages sent by the server in the previous
flight. If the server sent the CertificateRequest message, the client must first respond with a Certifi-
cate message of its own. This message must contain a certificate compatible with the certificate types
listed in the server’s CertificateRequest message. If the client has no such certificate available,
it must respond with an emtpy Certificate message, i.e. one that does not contain any certificates.
For client certificates with signing capability, the client will also send the CertificateVerify message,
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which contains a log of all previous messages exchanged in the handshake (client and server) -
the digest. Immediately after sending the Certificate message—or at the beginning of the flight,
if the server did not request a certificate—the premaster secret is set with the ClientKeyExchange
message.

After the ClientKeyExchange message (and the optional CertificateVerify message), the client
signals to the server that all subsequent records will be encrypted with the agreed-upon cipher
suite and keys by sending the ChangeCipherSpec message. After this, the client sends the Finished
message, the first encrypted message. This message contains a hash of all the handshake messages
exchanged, except for the initial ClientHello and HelloVerifyRequest (if present), and the string
"client finished". After receiveing these messages, the server responds with its own ChangeCipher-
Spec and Finished message (the latter containing the string "server finished"). Once both sides
have received and verified their peer’s Finished messages, the handshake is complete and encrypted
application data can be sent and received.

In DTLS, to support message loss and reordering due to the unreliable media, each handshake
message contains an additional field containing the message sequence number. This number starts
at 0 and is incremented every time a message is sent—unless it is a retransmission, in which case
the same sequence number is used as in the original transmission. Each side also maintains a
counter for the expected sequence number of the next message, which is also incremented from 0
with each message received. If a received message has a lower sequence number than expected, it
is a retransmission and must be discarded. If it has a higher than expected sequence number, the
message has arrived out of order and should be buffered until all messages with a lower sequence
number have arrived.

Since a handshake message can potentially be larger than the maximum size of transport layer
datagrams (for example, UDP allows a maximum of 1500 bytes), DTLS splits handshake messages
into fragments that fit inside a datagram. To facilitate this, handshake messages in DTLS have
additional fragment offset and fragment length fields that, together with the aforementioned message
sequence number to identify which message the fragment belongs to, allows the receiver to buffer
and reassemble fragmented messages.

TLS and DTLS allow for handshakes to be renegotiated. A server can request renegotiation
by sending the HelloRequest message, while the client can request renegotiation by sending a new
ClientHello message. If the other peer accepts the renegotiation request, the handshake is restarted
and new parameters are negotiated. The server may only request renegotiation when there is an
established TLS/DTLS connection, after a handshake has been completed [15, Page 22]. A client,
however, may request renegotiation at any point, even if a handshake is already in progress. In
DTLS, all handshakes must start with message sequence number 0, so the message sequence number
must be reset to 0 when renegotiating a handshake.

Messages in TLS and DTLS are wrapped in records of at most 16 kB, as defined by the Record
Protocol. In DTLS each record encapsulates one or more fragments. These records are encrypted
using the cipher and cryptographic keys negotiated during the handshake. In order to calculate the
Message Authentication Code (MAC), the two peers need to keep track of how many messages have
been sent since the cipher and keys were established. In TLS, this sequence number is implicit,
as the client and server keep track of all the messages sent and received. However, for unreliable
translation protocols this cannot be done, so DTLS adds an explicit sequence number to the record
field, as well as an epoch number. The epoch number is incremented every time the cipher state
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changes, at which point the record sequence number is reset to 0. This happens whenever the
ChangeCipherSpec message is sent. Note that, unlike the handshake message sequence number, the
record sequence number is incremented when retransmitting.

3 State Fuzzing
Ensuring that an implementation meets the specified standard is done through conformance testing.
A popular approach for conformance testing called model based testing. This is an approach where
test cases are automatically generated based on a model of a system [26]. These models are created
by the developers or the test designer based on the specifications of the system under test (SUT).
If there are several different systems with different specifications, a new model must be created for
each specification. Any alteration of the specification would require the model to be rebuilt. There
is another approach, state fuzzing, where a model is automatically generated.

State fuzzing is similar to model based testing in that a model of the SUT is used to find bugs
and other non-conformance issues. The difference is that in state fuzzing, the model is generated
automatically. Inputs are sent to the SUT in a systematic fashion with the output response used
to learn the model. State fuzzing does not require any a priori knowledge of the SUT to learn the
model, only a set of valid inputs to it. And if the SUT changes so a new model is required, the
state fuzzing process can be reapplied with minimal effort. State fuzzing has been successfully used
to uncover non-conformance issues and security vulnerabilities in TLS implementation [1], as well
as SSH [2], TCP [3] and OpenVPN [4].

In general, fuzzing—a term first coined in 1990 by professor Brian Miller et al. at the University
of Wisconsin [6]—is used for testing how an SUT behaves when subjected to unexpected or invalid
inputs. This form of testing, often referred to as negative testing, is used to ensure that an SUT
handles unexpected input in a graceful manner. Improper behaviour can include crashes and
invalid outputs, but it can also include responding to invalid inputs as if they were valid. For some
applications, improper behaviour might also lead to security vulnerabilities. As an example of this,
Fiterǎu-Broştean et al. discovered, while performing state fuzzing on server implementations of
DTLS, that Scandium servers allowed handshakes to be completed without a ChangeCipherSpec
message [5]. This non-conforming behaviour could be used by an attacker to observe connections
with Scandium servers, which should be encrypted, in plain-text. An invalid sequence of inputs
was essentially treated as valid by the software, which lead to a security vulnerability.

Manually finding the specific invalid inputs that result in aberrant behaviour in an SUT can be
a time consuming endeavour, as the set of possible invalid inputs is vast, usually even unbounded.
Fuzzing automates this process. There are two approaches to fuzzing, fuzzing the inputs themselves
or fuzzing sequences of inputs. Input fuzzing generates inputs on the fly, either at random or, more
commonly, by mutating a set of valid inputs to form new inputs. Sequence fuzzing instead generates
sequences of inputs, the goal being to determine how a system behaves when encountering valid
inputs in an unexpected order.

State fuzzing is a technique where fuzzing of input sequences is used to learn a state-machine
model of how an SUT responds to inputs, with the aim of finding bugs in the SUT. A typical state
fuzzing setup consists of three components (as seen in figure 3): a Learner, a Mapper and the
SUT itself.
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Figure 3: State fuzzing setup.

The Learner generates sequences of inputs from a set of abstract input symbols, the alphabet.
The Mapper, in turn, translates these symbols into valid inputs for the SUT. The Mapper also
translates the response from the SUT into output symbols. The sequences of input symbols and
corresponding output symbols are used by the Learner to construct a state machine which ab-
stractly represents the SUT. The alphabet should be of a suitably small size to make it easier for
the Learner to construct the state machine. Large alphabets make for a very large state machine
as the number of possible transitions increases exponentially. If the alphabet is too large it might
be difficult for learning to converge, or it might take a very long time. That is why a mapping com-
ponent is used, instead of learning being performed on the actual inputs themselves. Additionally,
a state machine where transitions are marked by abstract input symbols is much easier to analyze.

State fuzzing uses a learning algorithm to form a hypothesis of how the SUT responds to inputs.
The learning algorithm generates a large number of input sequences and observes the responses of
the SUT. When learning converges, a hypothesis is produced in the form of a minimal determin-
istic state machine that is consistent with the observed responses. Using this state machine, the
SUT’s responses to input sequences can be predicted. An equivalence algorithm then validates
the hypothesis by attempting to come up with a counter example, an input sequence where the
output response of the SUT differs from the response predicted by the hypothesis. If such a counter
example is found the learning algorithm takes it into account and attempts to refine the model,
before coming up with a new hypothesis. This new hypothesis is then also validated by the equiv-
alence algorithm. This back-and-forth between the learning and equivalence algorithms continues
until the equivalence algorithm can no longer find a counter example, at which point the learning
concludes and the last hypothesis is presented as the learned model. While this learned model is
not guaranteed to conform to the SUT, except under some technical circumstances, it should be a
close enough approximation that the model can be used to find potential non-conformance issues or
security vulnerabilities of the SUT. Any problems found in the model should, of course, be verified
by examining the actual SUT to ensure that it is a problem with the SUT itself.

Once the learning framework has been implemented, it can be used on any SUT using the
same alphabet. Some modifications to the Mapper might be required to support a specific SUT,
depending on how the input symbols need to be translated.

The main challenge of model learning is that it requires the SUT to be deterministic, since
different responses to the same input sequence would make learning difficult. This might not always
be the case. For example, a system might take a while to process a certain input, causing other
inputs during this processing to receive timeout responses. Since the time it takes to process the
input can vary, some of these inputs might receive a timeout response the first time the sequence is
executed by the SUT and another response the second time, or vice versa, causing non-deterministic
behaviour. Non-deterministic behaviour needs to be handled by the Mapper to make it seem
deterministic to the Learner. In the example the Mapper might do this by waiting after sending
the problematic input so that the subsequent timeout response is removed.
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4 Testing Framework
While several frameworks are available for the evaluation of TLS implementations [19, 20, 21, 22],
there are few frameworks for evaluation of DTLS implementations. This is because DTLS has not
received as much scrutiny as TLS. One of the frameworks that does exist is called dtls-fuzzer [5].
This is a framework for performing state fuzzing on DTLS server implementations. With some
extensions, this framework can also be used to perform state fuzzing on client implementations.
This section describes the dtls-fuzzer implementation and the extensions made to it to allow for
client implementations to be evaluated.

The dtls-fuzzer framework consists of three parts: a Learner, a Mapper and the SUT itself.
As described in section 3, the Learner generates inputs from an abstract input alphabet using
model learning and analyzes the resulting responses from the SUT to construct a state machine
corresponding to the SUT’s responses to the inputs. The Mapper is used to transform the abstract
input symbols generated by the learner into DTLS records to be sent as datagrams to the SUT.
The Mapper also transforms the datagrams received from the SUT into output symbols for the
learner.

4.1 The Learner
The dtls-fuzzer framework implements model learning using a Java library called LearnLib [16],
which uses automaton learning to construct a Mealy machine (a finite state automaton where
the output is determined by the current state and the current inputs). In particular the dtls-
fuzzer framework uses the TTT [17] learning algorithm. For hypothesis validation the WP-Random
algorithm [18] is used, which is a variant of Wp [23]. This algorithm constructs a number of queries
(a sequence of inputs), where each query is run through the SUT (via the Mapper) and the output
compared to that which is predicted by the model, as described in section 3. The sequence of inputs
which forms the query is constructed in three parts; a beginning, middle and end. The beginning
is the access pattern of a randomly chosen state (i.e. the sequence of inputs which leads to that
state), the middle is a random sequence of inputs, and the end is a random distinguishing sequence
(i.e. a sequence of inputs from a state whose corresponding outputs differ from outputs generated
by the same set of inputs for each other state).

The Learner uses a small set of symbols as its input and output alphabet, as seen in table 1.
The alphabet contains abstract forms of the DTLS handshake messages, as seen in section 2.2, as
well as abstract forms of some alert messages. The input alphabet includes the server handshake
messages as well as the Alert(CloseNotify) and Alert(UnexpectedMessage) alert messages, while the
output alphabet includes the client handshake messages and the alert messages that the SUTs
can respond with. The ServerHello, ServerKeyExchange and ClientKeyExchange messages are
parameterized by key-exchange method used. For example, a ServerHello using pre-shared keys is
parameterised as a PSKServerHello message and a ClientKeyExchange message using ephemeral
Diffie-Hellman is a ClientKeyExchange(DH) message. For the CertificateRequest, only a single
certificate type will be set for each message. The certificate type is added to the symbol in the form
of a prefix, which will be one of RSASign, RSAFixedDH, RSAFixedECDH, DSSSign, DSSFixedDH
and ECDSASign. The Certificate message has only a single valid certificate in its list, parameterized
with the public key signing algorithm. There is also an EmptyCertificate input symbol for sending
a Certificate message with an empty list of certificates. Both the input and output alphabets also
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include the Application symbol to denote the transmission of application data.
In addition to this, the output alphabet also contains a Timeout symbol to denote that the

SUT did not respond, a SocketClosed symbol to denote that the SUT process has terminated, and
the UnknownMessage symbol which is principally used when the SUT responds with an encrypted
message that the Mapper cannot decrypt.

4.2 Mapper
The Mapper in the dtls-fuzzer framework uses TLS-Attacker, an analysis framework that allows
users to create and execute arbitrary TLS protocol flows. The TLS-Attacker framework executes
these protocol flows by generating valid records, and then parsing the response records. It also
maintains a context containing state information about the connection, which is updated when
records are sent and received. TLS-Attacker provides functionality for construction of TLS hand-
shake messages, and extends it with additional functionality needed for the learning experiments.

Using the TLS-Attacker framework, the Mapper translates the input symbols of the alphabet
into actual DTLS records sent to the SUT, and translates the DTLS records received from the SUT
into output symbols for the Learner. To make the learning process easier, no fragmentation is
performed on the DTLS records - each message fits into a single DTLS fragment, which in turn, is
carried in a single record.

The Mapper maintains a context that includes the cipher state and digest, as well as the
sequence number of messages to be sent and received. The latter two are kept in the nextSendMsgSeq
and nextRecvMsgSeq fields, respectively. Whenever a message is sent, the nextSendMsgSeq field is
incremented, and then given to the message as its message sequence number. When a message is
received, if that message’s sequence number corresponds with the nextRecvMsgSeq number, then
the nextRecvMsgSeq number is incremented. This way the dtls-fuzzer framework keeps track of the
sequence numbers of the messages sent and received.

The Mapper also keeps track of the cipher state, the set of symmetric keys used for encryption.
The cipher state is empty until the client sends the first ClientKeyExchange message. Whenever a
ClientKeyExchange message is sent by the client, the cipher state is set using the information from
the ClientHello/ServerHello exchange. This cipher state is then deployed whenever the ChangeCi-
pherSpec is sent. No encrypted data is ever sent until the cipher state is deployed.

A digest is also maintained by the Mapper. This is a buffer of all handshake messages exchanged
(excluding retransmissions). Whenever the Finished message is sent, a hash of the digest is included,
to be verified by the client. As described in section 2.2, the digest of the client and server are
compared whenever a Finished message is sent. If the digests are not the same, the handshake
fails. However, the initial ClientHello-HelloVerifyRequest exchange of the handshake should not be
included in the digest. In the case of a renegotiation of the handshake, any messages prior to this
exchange should also not be included.

For this report, the Mapper is extended to allow it to take the role of a server. This in-
cludes adding inputs for server handshake messages. These inputs use the handshake messages
implemented in TLS-Attacker, but extends them to suit the test environment and be usable by the
dtls-fuzzer framework. The HelloVerifyRequest message is extended to allow for resetting the digest
after the message has been sent. The ServerHello input message is extended to allow the test de-
signer to specify, when making the alphabet, the key-exchange method to be used in the handshake
(e.g. pre-shared keys, ephemeral Diffie-Hellman, etc.). The ServerKeyExchange is also similarly
extended for use with ephemeral Diffie-Hellman and ephemeral Elliptic-Curve Diffie-Hellman. And
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Table 1: Symbols used in learning experiments, and their shorthands. The output symbols include
all symbols that appear in the models.

Symbol Shorthand

input alphabet



HelloVerifyRequest HVR
TServerHello TSH

T ∈ {DH, ECDH, RSA, PSK}
TSCertificateRequest CertReq

T ∈ {RSA, DSS, ECDSA}
S ∈ {Sign, F ixedDH, F ixedECDH}

ServerKeyExchange(T ) SKE(T )
T ∈ {DH, ECDH}

ServerHelloDone SHD
EmptyCertificate Cert(empty)

output alphabet



Certificate(T ) Cert(T )
T ∈ {RSA, ECDSA}

ChangeCipherSpec CCS
Finished F
Application App
Alert(CloseNotify) A(CN)
Alert(UnexpectedMessage) A(UM)
Alert(DecodeError) A(DC)
Alert(DecryptError) A(DYE)
Alert(InternalError) A(IE)
Alert(IllegalParameter) A(IP)
Alert(HandshakeFailure) A(HF)
ClientHello CH
CertificateVerify CertVer
ClientKeyExchange(T ) CKE(T )

T ∈ {DH, ECDH, RSA, PSK}
Timeout -
SocketClosed SC
Unknown Message UM
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the CertificateVerifyRequest message is extended to allow the test designer to set the certificate
type when making the alphabet.

One extension made to the Mapper is motivated by a bug present in several server imple-
mentations [5, Section 7.3]. This bug involves successful completions of handshakes with invalid
message sequence numbers. It occurs when a handshake is renegotiated in the middle of an already
started handshake through a new ClientHello-ServerHello exchange. For such a bug to be found
in client implementations as well, the HelloVerifyRequest message is extended with an option to
reset the digest after the message has been sent, to ensure that no digest mismatch occurs when
later processing the Finished message. However, if this option is used the SUT behaviour when
encountering a digest mismatch is not explored. While setting up the learning experiments, which
feature to select must be considered.

4.3 Challenges
Many challenges presented themselves during the implementation of the client extension and while
running the learning experiments. To start with, care has to be taken when running an experiment
to ensure that the Mapper, acting as a server, is listening before the SUT is started. Otherwise,
the server port will be unreachable when the first ClientHello message is sent, causing the SUT to
shut down and the dtls-fuzzer to become unresponsive. To solve this problem, while keeping the
framework’s capability to perform tests of server implementations, the Mapper’s in-built server
mode was changed to start in a separate thread, while the main thread proceeds to setup the
learning environment and starts the SUT process. In addition, a delay is introduced to prevent the
SUT process from starting before the Mapper is ready to start to listening. This delay can be set
by the test designer prior to starting the learning experiment.

A problem which occurred during learning experiments was that of timing effects causing non-
deterministic behaviour. As stated in section 3, the learning algorithm requires that the SUT
exhibits deterministic behaviour. Occasionally, the Mapper determines prematurely that the SUT
is not responding and outputs a Timeout symbol rather than the actual response. To get around
this, the amount a time the Mapper waits before concluding a timeout must be tailored. I thereby
built a preliminary probe into the dtls-fuzzer which automatically finds the lowest such time value
by running a series of tests while adjusting the time parameter. This is done in a manner similar
to a binary search.

Another timing-related issue, which was not easily remedied by altering the timing parameter,
occurred when performing learning experiments on an OpenSSL client implementation. When
encountering an unexpected message, the OpenSSL s_client utility shuts the client down, closing
the socket. However, the amount of time it takes for the socket to close can vary from test to test.
Before the socket closes, the Mapper will register a Timeout response. Afterwards, the Mapper
will instead register a SocketClosed response. Since it takes a non-deterministic amount of time for
the socket to close, the number of Timeout and SocketClosed outputs can vary for the exact same
input sequence. Since unexpected messages occur frequently during the experiments this leads to
an explosion of new states, due to the way the learning algorithm constructs the hypothesis. This
large number of states causes the algorithm not to converge. To solve this problem, I renamed the
SocketClosed message to Timeout, as the Learner will then treat both messages as equivalent.

Yet another cause of non-determinism is retransmission of client messages due to timeouts. This
is solved by setting up the SUTs’ transmission timeout to a very high value. For all tested imple-
mentations other than Contiki-NG’s TinyDTLS, this could be done by configuring a parameter.
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For the TinyDTLS utility used in the experiment, solving this problem necessitated applying a
custom-made patch.

Another problem that needed to be solved was that in learning experiments with two of the
implementations (OpenSSL and Scandium) the constructed hypotheses did not include any state
with a successful handshake. This problem was caused by the equivalence algorithm not validating
the constructed hypotheses for input sequences that lead to a successful handshake. Because only a
very few sequences result in valid handshakes, the random nature of the validation algorithm meant
that it missed these sequences. This was solved by introducing valid handshake sequences into the
validation algorithm by altering the middle part of the query described in section 4.1.

With the modification in place, when generating the middle part of the query, there is a 50%
chance that the middle part will be an arbitrary length suffix of a valid handshake input sequence of,
instead of a random input sequence. The valid handshake sequences are provided to the framework
via a test file specified as a parameter.

Lastly, the Scandium client is very slow to start. So instead of restarting the client application
between each test, it is instead housed within a wrapper. This wrapper first loads the key material
and other features, and then opens a TCP socket. Through this socket, the Mapper can send
a message instructing the wrapper to reset the client application housed within. Upon receipt
of a reset command over the socket, the wrapper shuts down the client application and sends
an acknowledgement back to the Mapper. The Mapper can then start listening on the UDP
socket used for the experiment. The wrapper then waits an amount of time (configurable via a
command line parameter) before restarting the client application. This waiting time is to ensure
that the Mapper has time to start listening before the client application sends the first ClientHello
message, preventing the problem described earlier.

5 Experiments
5.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of the framework itself, the client implementations and their config-
uration, and the key-exchange algorithms and corresponding alphabets. The framework is described
in section 4.

Four implementations are tested and analyzed: TinyDTLS for Contiki-NG, MbedTLS, Scan-
dium and OpenSSL. For TinyDTLS, MbedTLS and OpenSSL, utilities from the developers are
used to configure and launch DTLS clients (e.g. the OpenSSL s_client utility). For Scandium,
however, no such utility exists that is suitable for use with the dtls-fuzzer framework, so a cus-
tom made application was developed using the Scandium DTLS implementation. Table 3 lists the
implementations tested, which key-exchange algorithms are used and the version number. The
versions of the implementations used are the same as those used in the server experiments [5] to
allow for comparison between the number of the states of client and server implementations. The
exception to this is the Scandium client, where I instead use the latest version (at time of writing)
since the client application had to be custom-made.

The alphabets contain input symbols for every message necessary to perform the handshake
using the key-exchange algorithms included in the alphabet, as seen in table 1. Four key-exchange
algorithms are tested: Pre-Shared Keys (PSK), ephemeral Diffie-Hellman (DH), ephemeral Elliptic-
Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) and Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA). To reduce the number of ex-
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periments, the DH, ECDH and RSA algorithms are all combined into a single alphabet so that
all can be tested in the same experiment. Handshakes using the PSK algorithm do not make use
of certificates, rendering irrelevant the many messages related to certificate authentication. Be-
cause of this, experiments involving PSK are performed separate from the other algorithms, with
an alphabet involving only the messages relevant to the PSK algorithm. For the Scandium client,
only experiments using the ECDH key-exchange algorithm are performed. The Scandium client
also supports PSK, but due to time constraints only one experiment could be performed. I chose
the ECDH algorithm as it provides a more interesting protocol flow. The Scandium client there-
fore has an alphabet of its own, using only messages relevant to ECDH. Table 2 lists the cipher
suites used for the key-exchange algorithms. Note that the TinyDTLS and Scandium clients use
different cipher suites from the others as they do not support the cipher suites used for the other
implementations.

Table 2: Cipher suites used for the key-exchange algorithms
Algorithm Cipher suite

DH TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
ECDH TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

ECDH (Scandium) TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256
RSA TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
PSK TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256

PSK (TinyDTLS) TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CCM_8

5.2 Learning Effort
Model learning converged for all experiments. Statistics for the learning experiments is listed in
table 4, including number of states, number of tests and learning time.

The number of states is greater than the number of server handshake messages in each
experiment. This indicates that each learned model is non-trivial. It is also noteworthy that the
number of states is larger for the client implementations than corresponding server implementations
[5, Section 6.2], with the exception of TinyDTLS. Some of the experiments have a large number of
states. This is mostly a result of the framework implementation not supporting short handshakes
(i.e. handshakes without the HelloVerifyRequest message and subsequent ClientHello response),
causing these handshakes to not complete successfully. This results in additional states being
artificially added along the incomplete handshake path.

When discounting the states resulting from the framework’s lack of support for short hand-
shakes, the actual number of states is much lower. The Scandium model, for example, goes from
20 states to 13 and the OpenSSL experiment with DH, ECDH and RSA algorithms goes from 44
states to 26. This number of states is comparable to those of server models where fewer bugs were
found. In conjunction with the similarly few bugs present in the client state machines, this seems
to confirm the findings made in [5] that the number of states correlates with the number of bugs.

The number of tests varies greatly between smaller and larger models. As expected, the
learning experiments using only a single key-exchange algorithm require a smaller number of tests,
while the experiments which combine multiple algorithms require a much larger number of tests.
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Table 3: List of DTLS implementations tested. For the Scandium client, a custom-made program was used. For each imple-
mentation, experiments are separated across lines. For TinyDTLS and Scandium, commit numbers are used as version.

Name Version Utility Algorithms URL
TinyDTLS 53a0d97 dtls-server psk https://github.com/contiki-ng/tinydtls

MbedTLS 2.16.1 ssl-server2
psk https://tls.mbed.orgdh,ecdh,rsa

OpenSSL 1.1.1b openssl s_server
psk https://www.openssl.org
dh,ecdh,rsa

Scandium a164c45 - ecdh https://www.eclipse.org/californium

Table 4: Results of learning experiments. The "Timeout" column denotes the response timeout set for the experiments. The
"Alphabet" column denotes which key-exchange algorithms were used in the alphabet for the experiment.

Implementation Timeout
(ms)

Alphabet States Hypotheses Tests Tests to last
Hypothesis

Time
(min)

TinyDTLS 100 psk 10 3 19478 1227 516

MbedTLS 100 psk 12 2 36721 17816 512
dh+ecdh+rsa 38 13 102022 36327 1481

OpenSSL 10 psk 14 6 22404 2118 110
dh+ecdh+rsa 44 15 234559 145993 1485

Scandium 100 ecdh 20 5 81321 49046 4869
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That the experiment using the ECDH algorithm requires a substantially larger number of tests
than those using the PSK algorithm is also not unexpected, since the ECDH algorithm uses more
messages.

Learning time for the experiments was usually a day or less. The exception to this was the
Scandium client, which took over three days to complete. As described in section 4.3, the Mapper
must be ready to listen before the client is started, or the framework will hang. To prevent this,
there is a delay of 50 ms before restarting the client between experiments. For the Scandium client,
however, this was insufficient. As aforementioned, the Scandium client is housed within a wrapper
to which the Mapper sends a reset command over TCP and then waits for an acknowledgement.
This process is slow, requiring over ten times the wait time. This is the cause of the very long
learning time for the Scandium experiment.

6 Analysis of State Machines
Non-conforming behaviour in the learned models is found by manual inspection. A challenge in
this inspection lies in the large number of states and inputs, resulting in very large models. Several
alterations are made to the models to reduce their size, simplifying the inspection and ensuring
that the models fit on a page. First, all transitions connecting to the same state are placed on the
same edge. Secondly, where several transitions lead to the same state with the same input, these
transitions are merged under the input Other. Thirdly, input and output symbols are replaced with
their shorthand version, as denoted in table 1.

Figure 4 shows the model generated for MbedTLS using the PSK key-exchange method. At the
initial state, which is always state 0, the client first sends a ClientHello message. Since state fuzzing
assumes that outputs are generated in response to inputs, the framework cannot handle an output
that is not. For this reason, this first ClientHello output will be treated as a response to the first
input. Due to this, the first input will always have a ClientHello output, marked by the shorthand
CH in the model. In a normal handshake, the server now sends a HelloVerifyRequest message, to
which the client responds with another ClientHello. Since the initial ClientHello is also treated as
a response to the HelloVerifyRequest message, the framework now sees two ClientHello outputs in
response. This is marked in the model by CH+.

In figure 4, upon receiving the HelloVerifyRequest message it responds with a second ClientHello
and transitions to state 5. Following the flow of the handshake, the server sends a PSKServerHello,
followed by ServerHelloDone. The client does not respond to the first message, thus generating a
Timeout output, and transitions to state 6. To the second message it responds with ClientKeyEx-
change(PSK), ChangeCipherSpec and Finished, and transitions to state 7. Now, the server sends
the ChangeCipherSpec, to which the client generates a Timeout output and then transitions to
state 8. The handshake concludes with the server sending the Finished message, to which the client
responds by sending some application data and transitions state 10.

An additional alteration is made to two of the models to reduce the number of states, as even
with the aforementioned measures, these two models were still too large because of the number
of states. The large number of states is due, in no small part, to the framework not supporting
short handshakes. As stated in section 2.2, these are handshakes in which the HelloVerifyRequest
message and subsequent ClientHello are not present. In this case, the first ClientHello message
must be stored in the digest, which requires a different handling of the ServerHello input in the
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0

1

PSKSH / CH

3

SHD / CH,A(DE)
CCS / CH

F / CH,A(DE)
A(CN) / CH
A(UM) / CH

4

App / CH

5

HVR / CH+

App / -

2

SHD / CKE(PSK),CCS,F

HVR / A(DE)
PSKSH / A(DE)

CCS / -
F / A(DE)
A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

App / -

A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

Other / A(UM)
9

CCS / -

Other / -

PSKSH / -

SHD / A(DE)
CCS / -

F / A(DE)
A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

App / -

HVR / CH

SHD / A(DE)
CCS / -

F / A(DE)
A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

App / -

6

PSKSH / -

11

HVR / CH

HVR / A(DE)
PSKSH / A(DE)

CCS / -
F / A(DE)
A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

App / -

7

SHD / CKE(PSK),CCS,F

A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

Other / A(UM)

App / -

8

CCS / -

HVR / A(DE)
PSKSH / A(DE)

SHD / A(DE)
CCS / -

A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

App / -

10

F / App

CCS / -
A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

Other / A(DE)

App / -

CCS / -
A(CN) / A(CN)

A(UM) / -

App / App
Other / -

PSKSH / -

SHD / A(DE)
CCS / -

F / A(DE)
A(CN) / -
A(UM) / -

HVR / CH
App / -

Figure 4: Model of an MbedTLS 2.16.1 client implementation using the PSK key-exchange method.
The blue edges mark the flow of a regular handshake. The green edges mark the flow of a short
handshake.
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Mapper. To reduce the complexity of the implementation, I chose to omit short handshakes from
the framework. Because of the resultant mismatch of digest when the client processes the Finished
message, the short handshake results in a handshake failure. This causes the short handshake to
have a separate set of states from the normal handshake. In the two state-machine models that are
too large to fit on the page, the short handshake is pruned. I deem this to be an acceptable trade
off for increased readability of the model.

In models where short handshakes have not been omitted, the edges that mark the flow of a
short handshake are coloured green. This is seen in figure 4, where the short handshake transi-
tioning from state 0 to 1, 2 and then 9 is coloured green. At state 9, the Finished input causes an
Alert(DecodeError) output due to the digest mismatch. This is in contrast to the Finished input
at state 8, where there is no mismatch and the client responds by sending application data.

The framework does not have the ability to distinguish Certificate messages with empty certifi-
cate lists from other Certificate messages. To rectify this, for each protocol flow which includes a
Certificate output, a test run is performed. During this test run, that protocol flow is fed to the
client using the Mapper, and the records containing the Certificate messages from the client are
inspected using a the network sniffing software Wireshark1. This way the actual contents of the cer-
tificate list can be determined. In cases where the certificate list is found to be empty, the model is
updated to reflect this. All transitions thus modified are coloured orange in their respective models.

The learned state-machine models are presented in appendix A.

6.1 Improper CertificateRequest behaviour
The OpenSSL and MbedTLS client implementations both exhibit non-conforming behaviour in
their handling of a CertificateRequest message. As stated in section 2.2, if no certificate compatible
with the certificate type requested by the server in the CertificateRequest message is available, the
client must respond with a Certificate message containing an empty certificate list [14, Section
7.4.6]. However, both OpenSSL and MbedTLS respond to a CertificateRequest message with the
certificate they have on hand, whether it is compatible or not. This can be seen in figure 9 and
7, respectively. Suspicion was first raised by the observation that both implementations sent the
CertificateVerify message, which should not be sent for empty certificates. Further analysis with
Wireshark revealed the bug. The utility used for the OpenSSL client has an option for strict
certificate checks. Turning this option on did not resolve the bug.

6.2 The TinyDTLS State Machine
Analysis of the Contiki-NG TinyDTLS state machine (see figure 5) reveals a bug in which it in-
correctly issues an Alert(DecryptError) message. This occurs when a ChangeCipherSpec message
is received in an epoch where a cipher suite has not been negotiated, even if the record contains
no encryption. At this point, the client transitions into a dead state, a state from which there are
no transitions other than back to itself - the handshake breaks. In an implementation operating
over an unreliable network where packet reordering is likely, the breaking of a handshake on an
out-of-order message is undesirable. This is a bug which is also present in the server implementation
[5].

1Wireshark [Software]. February 2020. Available at: https://www.wireshark.org/. [Accessed at 4 April 2020]
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6.3 The Scandium State Machine
Analysis of the Scandium client state machine, seen in figure 6, did not yield any notable non-
conformance issues. Unlike the MbedTLS and OpenSSL client implementations, the Scandium
client implementation correctly responds to a CertificateRequest message for which it does not have
a compatible certificate with an empty Certificate message.

6.4 The MbedTLS State Machines
The MbedTLS state machines are presented in figure 4 for the PSK key-exchange algorithm and 7 for
the DH, ECDH and RSA key-exchange algorithms. The MbedTLS client exhibits non-conforming
behaviour when responding to a CertificateRequest message, as explained in section 6.1. Apart
from that, the state machine yields no additional bugs and non-conformance issues.

6.5 The OpenSSL State Machines
The OpenSSL state machines are presented in figures 8 for the PSK key-exchange algorithm, and
figure 9 for the DH, ECDH and RSA key-exchange algorithms. Like MbedTLS, the OpenSSL client
implementation exhibits non-conforming response to CertificateRequest messages, as described in
section 6.1.

In addition to this there is a bug involving invalid message sequence numbers (marked with
a red dashed line in figures 8 and 9). This occurs when the server sends a HelloVerifyRequest
message after a ServerHello message. At this point the client replies with a ClientHello and a new
handshake is started. As seen in figure 9, it is possible for the server to switch to a different key-
exchange algorithm, eventually leading to a successful handshake. This, in effect, makes it perform
a renegotiation of a type not described in the DTLS standard. The TLS and DTLS standards allow
for two ways to start a renegotiation of the handshake [14, Section 7.4.1]. The client can start
a renegotiation by sending a new ClientHello message, or the server can request a renegotiation
by sending a HelloRequest (note, not the same as a HelloVerifyRequest message). In either case,
the first message of a handshake must have message sequence number 0 [15, Section 4.2.2], with
subsequent messages incrementing the number.

This bug is therefore twofold; 1. handshake renegotiation should be done via HelloRequest,
not HelloVerifyRequest, and 2. message sequence number should be set to 0 upon handshake
renegotiation.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis I have extended the dtls-fuzzer framework to perform protocol state fuzzing on client
implementations of DTLS. To this end I also extended the Mapper component of dtls-fuzzer with
input symbols for handshake messages. The extended dtls-fuzzer implementation was then used to
evaluate four DTLS client implementations for state-machine bugs, caused by sequences of valid
handshake messages. No security vulnerabilities were found, but there were several non-conformance
issues. In particular, the MbedTLS and OpenSSL client implementations tested were found to
incorrectly respond to a CertificateRequest message if they do not have a compatible certificate.
Additionally, the OpenSSL client exhibits a bug in message sequence numbers when renegotiating
a handshake following a HelloVerifyRequest message directly after a ServerHello message.
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While the bugs found do not pose any security implications in and of themselves, they do high-
light structural flaws within the the implementations. These could hide more significant issues
which might be uncovered through a more thorough analysis. It is therefore important that fur-
ther, more thorough testing on client implementations is performed. The bugs found do, however,
indicate that state fuzzing is a worthwhile approach for conformance testing.

This thesis focused on implementations that are popular with embedded systems, such as
MbedTLS, Scandium and Contiki-NG’s TinyDTLS. Other popular implementations, such as JSSE,
GnuTLS, PionDTLS and WolfSSL should also be evaluated.

An important aspect of DTLS is its support for fragmentation, by allowing messages to be split
into separate fragments that can be sent over several DTLS records. This avenue was not explored
in this thesis, but is an important feature the implementation of which should be scrutinized. The
dtls-fuzzer framework can be extended to allow for message fragmentation. And, since the record
fragmentation should not affect the content of the messages after reassembly, the models learned in
the experiments of this report can be used as specification for experiments employing fragmentation.

Lastly, the models learned in this report were inspected manually. This can be improved through
automation using model checking. Methodology for model checking has been presented for TCP
[3] and SSH [2]. Similar methods could likely be employed for DTLS as well.
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Figure 5: Model of a TinyDTLS client. Blue edges mark the flow of a regular handshake. The
green edge marks the flow of a short handshake. The red edge marks non-conforming use of the
Decrypt Error alert.
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Figure 6: Model of a Scandium 2.3.0 client implementation using the ECDH key-exchange algorithm. The blue edges mark the
flow of a regular handshake. The green edges mark the flow of a short handshake. The orange edges mark transitions where the
model was modified after the fact to indicate that the Certificate message contained an empty certificate list.
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Figure 7: Model of an MbedTLS 2.16.1 client implementation using the ECDH, DH, and RSA key-exchange methods.
The blue edges mark the flow of a regular handshake. The red edges mark transitions with non-conforming certificate
responses.
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Figure 8: Model of an OpenSSL 1.1.1b client implementation using the PSK key-exchange method. The blue
edges mark the flow of a regular handshake. The green edges mark the flow of a short handshake. The dashed
red edges mark transitions with an incorrect message sequence numbering.
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Figure 9: Model of an OpenSSL 1.1.1b client implementation using the DH, ECDH and RSA key-exchange methods.
The blue edges mark the flow of a regular handshake. The red edges mark transitions with non-conforming certificate
response. The dashed red edges mark transitions with an incorrect message sequence numbering.
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